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Abstract 

The development of traffic surveillance systems is one of the crucial tasks in intelligent urban surveillance. The visual tracking 
techniques become more complex with a high computational cost. At the same time, they provide the wide possibilities for 
motion estimation and prediction in cluttered video sequences. Our contribution is a reasonable application of fast motion 
estimation with additional using of the clustering procedure. Then the Kalman filter is applied for vehicles’ motion analysis, and 
the particle filter is used for analysis of pedestrians’ behavior assuming that pedestrians are the weakly predictable objects on the 
crossroads. Also the distributed surveillance system based on the cloud and fog technologies was designed to process large 
volumes of video information provided from several IP-cameras in a real-time mode, when six full frames per s are transmitted. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, the traffic surveillance systems have the significant meaning for pedestrians and drivers safety. 
The behavior understanding through the motion detection and tracking of traffic participants is one of crucial 
problems in urban surveillance systems. Unlike the pedestrians’ motion, the type of vehicles’ motion is more 
predictable. The visual tracking techniques are in the basis of video-based surveillance. They are classified into two 
large categories such as the motion estimators without and with a motion prediction. Methods without a motion 
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prediction are based on the theory of optical flow or its approximations. The method of optical flow calculates a 
local motion vector in every pixel position between the neighbor frames under the assumption that the intensity 
function, describing a visual object, remains constant [1, 2]. Then the global motion vector is built by selection and 
averaging of local motion vectors. Often this method provides the accurate unreal-time estimations. The simplified 
motion estimation by the mean-shift differences between the neighbor frames is executed by Block-Matching 
Algorithm (BMA) or by its multiple modifications [3]. Usually the BMA is applied as a predetermined stage due to 
fast and non-accurate motion estimations. However, some researches use the BMA modification as a prediction 
procedure [4]. The strength connects with a relatively low computer cost. The weaknesses are the rough tracking of 
visual objects, which move rapidly, and the tracking interruptions caused by the overlapping of multiple visual 
projections. 

The early methods with a motion prediction were built as the Kalman filter trackers. The Kalman Filter (KF) is 
the famous technique in the cases of linear dynamics and Gaussian noise, which is widely applied in the control 
theory, robotics, and various observations analysis [5]. The pioneer research [6] was devoted to the use of particle 
filters in state estimations. The Particle Filter (PF) was developed as a non-linear or non-Gaussian dynamic 
estimator. In recent years, the investigations with the PF or its modifications strongly grow, among which the Monte 
Carlo method [7], the CONDENSATION algorithm for object tracking with non-rigid contours [8], and the Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo method [9], among others. The strength of methods from the second category is more reliable 
visual tracking. The high computational cost, the overlapping of visual projections with following tracking 
interruptions, and difficulties with the real-time implementation are the main weaknesses of motion estimators with 
a prediction. 

Our contribution is a reasonable application of fast motion estimation with additional using of the clustering 
procedure and following motion prediction, when the KF is applied for vehicles’ motion analysis and the PF is used 
for analysis of pedestrians’ behavior assuming that pedestrians are the weakly predictable objects on the crossroads. 
Also the distributed surveillance system based on the cloud and fog technologies was designed to process large 
volumes of video information from several video cameras in a real-time mode, when six full frames per s are 
transmitted. 

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a brief description of approaches for traffic incidents 
detection. Our modifications for visual tracking of vehicles and pedestrians based on FOREL clustering algorithm 
are represented in Section 3. The distributed traffic crossroad surveillance system is described in Section 4. 
Experimental results by using test video sequences are situated in Section 5. Conclusions are drawn in Section 8. 

2. Related work 

The object tracking is one of the crucial tasks in computer vision with many fields of application in surveillance 
and monitoring systems, robotics, human–computer interactions, among others. The robust visual tracker ought to 
be independent to the camera parameters and parameters of shooting, invariant to the cluttered and noisy 
background, the luminance and weather effects, type of motions (too slow or too fast), and the overlapping of visual 
projections in a scene. It is also required that such visual tracker could work as a real-time application. The 
challenging problems mentioned above can be considered as the separate complex tasks in computer vision. 

The work of non-linear discrete dynamical system is represented by Eqs. 1–2, where xn  X and zn  Z are a 
state vector and an observation vector, respectively, at time instant n = 1, …, N – 1, fn  F and hn  H are non-linear 
matrices, wn  W and vn  V are random noise vectors with given probability distributions. 

nnnn ,wxfx 1   (1) 

nnnn ,vshz   (2) 

The measurements are described by Eq. 1, and the observations are represented by Eq. 2. The statistical methods 
are usually used for xn estimation based on a set of observations. 
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The recursive estimation can be interpreted as the Markov process with an initial state x0  p(x0) and a transition 
kernel p(xn | xn–1). The recursive form of Bayes' theorem can be performed by Eq. 3 as the predicted state and by Eq. 
4 as the update state [10], where p(xn | zn) is a posterior distribution, p(zn | xn) is a likelihood density, p(xn) is a prior 
distribution from Bayes' theorem. 
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The denominator p(zn | zn–1) from Eq. 4 is a constant relative to the states. It is substitute by  coefficient and is 
ignored in practice. The analytical solutions of Eqs. 3–4 are possible in particular cases such as the linear models 
with the additive Gaussian noise or the hidden finite-state Markov chains. The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and 
the discrete numerical integration models are the analytical approximations of the recursive Bayesan estimation. The 
PF, using Monte Carlo sampling, is a simulation approach for this recursive form. 

The Mean Shift (MS) tracking algorithms became popular due to their simplicity. A color diagram describes the 
target region, and a measure of similarity between a template and a target region is computed by the Bhattacharyya 
or other metric [11, 12]. On the one hand, the MS tracker is fast and has low computation cost. On the other hand, 
the MS is a non-parametric method, which cannot provides the global optimal solution and falls into a local 
extremum due to clattered background or overlapping of visual projections. The KF and its modifications improve 
the robustness of the MS algorithms. 

The KF is an iterative prediction-correction procedure for a state estimation of dynamic systems [13]. Let p(W) 
and p(V) be a Gaussian Probability Distribution Function (PDF) in Eqs. 5–6, where Q is the state covariance matrix, 
R is the measurement covariance matrix, N( ) denotes a normal distribution. 

QW ,Np 0   (5) 

RV ,Np 0   (6) 

Eqs. 1–2 can be rewritten in a view of Eqs. 7–8, where vn and en are random zero variables, f( ) and h( ) are the 
state transition matrix and the measurement matrix, respectively. 

nnnn vQxfx 1   (7) 

nnnn eRxhz   (8) 

The KF is working under the assumption that noises have the Gaussian PDF, and the state variable has the 
Gaussian distribution. The linear KF means that the F state matrix and the H measurement matrix are linear. The 
linear KF estimates the optimal value for the next state by using the linear equations. The KF provides the next state 
due to two steps: a prediction step and a correction step [14]. 

The EKF is applied, when a process is non-linear or the relationship between a process and a measurement is 
non-linear [15, 16]. The non-linear functions are approximated using the first order Taylor approximation, and the 
outputs of the EKF will be linear around the mean and covariance of current state. The highly non-linear systems 
cannot be represented by the first order linearization. In these cases, the unscented KF is used, which represents the 
state with a minimal set of so called sigma points [17]. The unscented KF has the same predictor–corrector cycle 
with the additional steps between the predictor and the corrector, when (2n+1) sigma points are selected, where n is 
a dimension of state space. The KF has many modifications, among which the adaptive EKF [18] or the KF with 
Gabor decomposition [19] can be mentioned. 
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Some original KF implementations can be founded in the researches [20], where the authors introduced the term 
“Support Vector Kalman”, and [21] with using the KF and optical flow to improve the tracking results received 
from a laser to measure a distance to the nearest obstacle and an infrared camera to find the target. 

The PF can work with the non-Gaussian distributions. Therefore, this filter is more generalized in comparison 
with the MS and the KF. The major steps of the conceptual PF algorithm, which are repeated in a cycle, are 
mentioned below: 
 The initialization. The particles x0

i, i = 1, …, M with the weights w0
i for the prior probability density function 

p(x0) are selected at time instant n0. 
 The sampling. The particles xn

i are sampled by using the transition kernel p(xn | xn–1). Their weights are obtained 
by Eq. 9 and then are normalized by Eq. 10. 
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 The selection of new samples. The new particles with their weights are obtained by calculation of the posterior 
density function (Eq. 11), where ( ) is the Dirac function. 
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 The resampling. The set of particles {xn
i} with their weights {wn

i} are resampled to obtain the particles, which are 
distributed according to the posterior density function p(xn | zn). 
The degeneracy phenomenon of the PF consists in appearance of the particles with large and small weights after 

several iterations. The resampling removes the particles with the small weights and increases the number of particles 
with the large weights [22]. The variable neighborhood search algorithm is an alternative decision to the resampling, 
which escapes from a current local extremum. 

Yoon et al. [23] proposed a vision-based system for object tracking based on The adaptive fuzzy PF. The authors 
introduced the Adaptive AutoRegressive (AAR) model as a state of transition model. The AAR model with the 
order p was determined by Eq. 12, where n indicates a time instant, an

T is the real AAR parameters, Xn is the state as 
an input vector, and un is a Gaussian noise process with zero mean. 

p,,g,uXaX tgn
T
nn 1   (12) 

The prediction error et was computed by Eq. 13, where T
nâ 1  is the estimated AAR parameter. 

11 n
T
nnn X*âXe   (13) 

Then the authors introduced the Recursive AutoRegressive (RAR) approach and forced their model by the mixed 
distributions with the elements of fuzzy estimation. The experimental graphics show that the average time of a 
single vehicle tracking is approximate 140 ms, which can be considered the real-time application with processing 6–
7 frames per s. 

In addition to the common PF, some popular extensions such as a generic PF algorithm [24], Rao-blackwellized 
PF [25], an adaptive PF [26], and a sequential sampling PF [8, 27] exist. The hybrid approach was proposed by Yin 
et al. [28]. First, the authors applied a hierarchical strategy, in which the KF estimated a global linear motion. 
Second, the PF analyzed the local non-linear motion as a physical distribution model. 
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The supervised tracking methods such as neural networks and support vector machine are among other 
approaches. They are a time consuming and require a training prior before their use. The surveillance methods, 
based on a contour evolution and a shape matching, are applied for the silhouette tracking of rigid visual objects 
with a low computational cost [29]. 

3. Proposed visual tracking technique 

The main participants of urban traffic motion are vehicles and pedestrians. Usually the static cameras with a low 
resolution are used for the surveillance purposes. Therefore, the received video sequences ought to be improvement 
for good motion segmentation (Section 3.1). In a simplified case, one can consider the motion of vehicles as a linear 
transition motion with a linear Gaussian PDF. The technique of KF was applied for motion estimation and 
prediction of vehicles (Section 3.2). At last for pedestrians’ motion estimation and prediction, the PF was used due 
to the random and weakly predictable behavior (Section 3.3). 

3.1. Preprocessing stage: improvement and motion segmentation 

Almost all video sequences received from the outdoor cameras in complex luminance and weather effects are 
needed in improvement. This improvement includes the luminance enhancement in dark and light areas of frames 
[30], the necessity of video sequence stabilization [31], the noise compensation and the contrast enhancement by the 
well-known filters. 

In this research, the two-stage motion estimation technique was applied for more accurate motion measurement. 
First, the modified BMA is used for the motion estimation. The modification consists in the application of blocks 
with variable sizes according to the sizes of moving object. Second, the clustering procedure FORmal ELement 
(FOREL), also called as a moving cluster [32], helps to find more reliable moving blocks. Let us introduce a term 
“cluster radius” D > 0, and a hypothetical cluster HC as a set of moving blocks, which are the nearest to a center gn0 
of gravity in n0 time instant and less then a cluster radius D, HC = {bli : d(bli, gn0)} < D, where d(bli, gn0) is a Euclid 
distance between a moving block bli and a center of gravity g in time instant n0. Into following frames, the 
coordinates of gravity center g is iteratively recalculated and determined a cluster near a new center 
HC = {obi : d(obi, gn1)} < D in time instant n1. A value of radius D is determined apriori by experimental way. 

Such technique provides a low cost computational algorithm for motion estimation in cluttered background under 
complex luminance and weather conditions. The examples of motion detection in frames of several video sequences, 
which were received from different IP-cameras maintained in various cities and countries, one can see in Fig. 1 (the 
yellow labels mean the motion blocks determined by the modified BMA and the red labels show the motion blocks 
after the clustering procedure). As one can notice, the quality of video sequences is low, and the task of motion 
measurement and prediction is not a trivial. 

The received reliable motion blocks are considered as the measurements in the KF or the PF. 

3.2. Kalman filter application 

The KF is a recursive filter, which estimates a state of dynamic system under data missing and noise 
measurements. The KF provides the recursive estimation of apriori known state of dynamic system and has two 
following steps: 
 The prediction step. 

1. The forward estimation of state vector in time is provided by Eq. 14, where nx̂  is the estimated state vector in 
time instant n, F is a matrix of previous state xn–1 relative the current state xn. 

1nnˆ xFx   (14) 

2. The forward estimation of error covariance in time is calculated by Eq. 15, where Pn–1 is the error covariance 
matrix, Q is the covariance noise matrix. 
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   c      d 

Fig. 1. (a) frame 544, video sequence “IS1726“; (b) frame 373, video sequence “IS1701“; (c) frame 193, video sequence “IS1714“; (d) frame 
224, video sequence “IS1713“ 

QFPFP T
nn 1   (15) 

 The correction step. 
1. The Kalman gain Kn is computed by Eq. 16. 

1
RHPHHPK T

n
T

nn   (16) 

2. The correction using the actual measurements is executed by Eq. 17, where zn is the measurement. 

nnnnn ˆˆˆ xHzKxx   (17) 

3. The correction of error covariance matrix is calculated by Eq. 18, where I is the identity matrix. 

nnn PHKIP   (18) 

The traffic crossroad surveillance systems are not described well by the linear KF. However, such KF can work 
with missing data, and the proposed solution is a good approximation under the complex surveillance conditions. 
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3.3. Use of Particle Filter 

The particles are the random simulating samples with some proposed distribution and the empirical posterior 
distribution. At each time instant, the particles with assigned weights are predicted and updated by new 
observations. As the number of particles increases, their distribution becomes the adequate to the real distribution 
[23]. The basic PF was applied for moving objects (pedestrians) with small sizes in order to estimate the possible 
incidents (Eqs. 9–11). The experiments show, that 2–3 iterations for particle weights update are enough due to small 
sizes of pedestrians’ projections into the analyzed video sequences. 

4. Distributed Traffic Crossroad Surveillance System 

The approach based on the recursive Bayesian estimation with Monte-Carlo sampling has high computational 
cost and cannot be realized as the real-time application without modern technologies, cooperating computers into a 
high-powered computational network. The efficiency of such distributed network is limited only by a number of 
elements entering into the network. Our distributed crossroad surveillance system with traffic incidents prediction 
assigns for a data processing in a real-time mode, when six full frames per s are transmitted. The main requirements 
are the high computer speed and the high reliability. The proposed system ought to process several simultaneous 
streams with various degree of videos complexity. Therefore, the distributed architecture of computational network 
based on the cloud and fog calculations was designed. The cloud and fog networks differ by the relations between 
the nodes and the nodes scaling. In our case, the fog calculations are a preferable variant. The architecture of 
distributed traffic crossroad surveillance system is presented in Fig. 2. 

The fog distributed system is based on the architecture decision, mentioned below: 
 The decentralization permits to support the computational network in a capable mode until any node is plugged 

into a network. The virtual machine chooses the first available “drop” and uses it for the calculations. 
 The lightness of computer devices or streams with minimal power provides the uniform distribution into the 

whole computational network. 
 The high fault-tolerant of distributed system is achieved by design of several symmetrical “drops”, which execute 

the same procedures and have information about neighbors. If one of “drops” finished its work, then other 
“drops” receive a stop signal and return back into the resource pool of the system. If one of “drops” does not 
answer, then all “drops” can continue their calculations. If a predetermined number of “drops” are failure, then 
the remainder “drops” can create their copies to increase the reliability. 
 

 

Fig. 2. The fog architecture of distributed traffic crossroad surveillance system 
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At present, such conception of distributed system cannot be realized on a hardware level because the “drops” 
connection will be a narrow part of system. This idea can be projected on a high abstraction level – the network of 
virtual machines with minimal resources, which supports the lightweight streams. 

5. Experimental Researches 

The software tool was designed into environment "Microsoft Visual Studio 2011 C# Express Edition” by using 
languages C#, Erlang, and Python. Also the modified library “JockerSoft.Media” and the systems of data storage 
“MongoDB” and “Redis” were applied. For efficiency increase, the model of distributed lightweight streams was 
implemented into algorithms of motion detection. The software tool can work into two modes: step-by-step and 
processing of streaming video. In step-by-step mode, the user controls the processing speed manually. The speed of 
frame processing is strongly varied from the applied filters and the configuration of the distributed network. Into a 
standard variant with minimal resources of computer configuration, the mean processing time of a single frame is 
nearly 150 ms that permits to process approximately six frames per s. This is enough for design the “soft” real-time 
surveillance system. The intermediate results and diagnostic information are output into the corresponding panels in 
order to check the correctness of program execution. If an error occurs, then a standard system report is formed for 
following diagnosis and revision. According to a fault type, the application will proceed or the emergency 
termination of program will occur. 

The efficiency of designed software tool was compared with efficiency of standard modules in “MatLab” and 
library “OpenCV”. The computational speed for the KF with various number of tracking visual objects in a single-
stream and multi-stream modes are represented in Fig. 3. The software tool is able to track and predict the traffic 
incidents by the output percent of probability. 

As one can see from the plots in Fig. 3, the advantages of low-level optimization used by library “OpenCV” in a 
multi-task mode become less significant. Also the test of the designed software tool was executed into two 
configurations of networks: a single-task and multi-task configurations (Fig. 4). The test results confirm the 
efficiency of the proposed distributed system. 

 

       
   a      b 

Fig. 3. (a) the efficiency of KF in a single-stream mode; (b) efficiency of KF in a multi-stream mode 
 

 
Fig. 4. The resource using in dependence from a number of the online users 
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6. Conclusion 

In this research, the problem of motion estimation and prediction was investigated into video sequences of low-
level quality, which were received from IP-cameras in the outdoor urban environment. Our contribution deals with 
the development of fast algorithms for motion estimation, using the modified BMA with a clustering procedure, 
known as a moving cluster FOREL. Then the Kalman filter was used for motion prediction of vehicles, and the 
particle filter was applied for pedestrians’ tracking. The main problem is a high computational cost of the KF and 
the PF. For this purpose, the architecture of distributed traffic crossroad surveillance system was designed. This 
architecture is based on the fog networks and provides the real-time videos processing received from various IP-
cameras. 
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